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Companies We Like

Why I like Integra Gold Corp. (ICG/V).

This is a company which is making all of the right moves during this difficult period in the gold bull 
market.  The recently announced acquisition of the Sigma-Lamaque milling facility and mine out of 
receivership for a very low price is an excellent strategic move and one that will reward the company 
handsomely in the future. However, I am getting ahead of myself, so I’ll start at the beginning.

Integra’s Lamaque gold project is located in Val d’Or (valley of gold), Quebec on the prolific Abitibi 
Greenstone belt, which for more than a century has produced more than 150 million ounces of gold and 
continues to support some of the most prolific gold mining companies in Canada, including Osisko, 
Detour Gold and Agnico Eagle’s La Ronde mine situated 20 kilometres to the west.

At present, the Lamaque gold project comprises six distinct zones, which together have already amassed 
a significant gold deposit. The company has used both a 3 gram and a more conservative 5 gram 
demarcation grade to determine the present resource of indicated and inferred gold ounces.

The more conservative 5 gram demarcation grade for each of the zones is outlined in the table below-

5.0 g/t Demarcation   Indicated Resources      Inferred      Resources

Zone  Tonnage  Grade      Contained  Tonnage   Grade         Contained

  Metric tonnes  (g/t) Au        Ounces Au  Metric tonnes    (g/t) Au            Ounces Au

Fortune       60,670    8.0      15,610  111,300     7.7            27,470

Triangle 1,323,500  10.4    441,580  429,300   11.0          152,370

No. 4 Plug    522,930    8.3    140,280           -                      -                    -

Parallel     462,900    9.6    142,890  153,700    15.0            73,880

No 6 Vein    245,200    7.8          61,400      93,400     7.4            22,220

Sixteen Zone      41,800    6.9            9,250               400      6.4                     90

Total   2,657,000    9.5 Av    811,010  788,100   10.9 Av       276,090

Total Indicated and Inferred ounces using a 5 gram demarcation is equal to 1,087,100 gold ounces 
(811,010 indicated and 276,090 inferred). Using a 3 gram demarcation the Indicated resources are 
increased to 1,057,420 ounces and the inferred resources total 330,990 ounces.

Integra has stated that the two highest priority zones for further exploration are the Triangle and Parallel 
zones. This stands to reason since these zones already contain the highest number of ounces and the
 highest grades of each of the 6 Zones on which gold has already been discovered. These two zones are 
eventually slated for production. The company has been using the adjourning Lamaque mine (Now, as a 
result of the recently announced mill and property acquisition, a part of Integra’s assets) Main Plug zone, 
which produced 3.7 million ounces of gold, as a model for the continuing exploration on the Triangle and 
Parallel zones. 
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That prolific Main Plug zone at the Lamaque south property extended over 1,000 meters below surface, 
but the existing resource on the Parallel zone only goes down approximately 600 meters. This suggests 
that with further exploration this Parallel zone may potentially contain a gold resource on the scale of that 
mined from the Lamaque property Main Plug Zone (3.7 million ounces). During 2015, Integra will have 4 
drills operating on the Triangle zone. The company would like to access the Parallel Zone about 100 
meters below the surface by drifting about 700 meters from an existing underground structure.

The exploration potential on the property is very positive considering the number of gold bearing zones 
already discovered. There are, perhaps even more zones to be discovered. All these zones are open at 
depth and some are open along strike. The overall potential for the property is similar to the past producing 
Sigma and Lamaque mines, which combined produced over 9 million ounces of gold. These mines lie 
adjacent to Integra’s Lamaque South project and are now included in Integra’s land package with the 
acquisition of the Sigma-Lamaque mill, mine and property. It should be noted that in this camp these
deposits continue to great depths. The Agnico Eagle La Ronde mine is already being mined to a depth of 
2.2 kilometers. As the saying goes, in this camp, “you run out of economics before you run out of ore.” 

On October 9, 2014 the Company announced that it had closed the acquisition of the Sigma-Lamaque 
milling facility and the mine. In conjunction with this closing Integra also closed the waste rock 
agreement, in which Integra was paid $1,025,000 (CAD) in cash in exchange for access and ownership 
over the waste rock from past milling operations on the property as well as a portion of certain of certain 
mining concessions. The following are the transaction highlights as reported by the company- 

• Attractive Purchase Price: Total acquisition cost of approximately $8 million (CAD), of which only $1.8 
million (CAD) is cash (The remainder in shares with a deemed value of $0.25 (CAD) per share and with a 
lock-up agreement). Integra intends to use the $1,025,000 (CAD) payable to it by the Waste Rock Company 
to pay for part of the cash consideration, resulting in a net cash outlay by Integra of $775,000 (CAD).

• Substantial Asset Value: Replacement price represents a significant discount to the replacement value 
of the milling and tailings infrastructure, estimated in 2014 by WSP Canada Inc. (“WSP”), an independent 
engineering firm, at approximately $100 million (CAD) exclusive of gold resources on the property.  

• Minimal Share Dilution and No Debt Burden: Secures future milling requirements for Lamaque South 
with limited share dilution and assets will be vested in Integra free and clear of any claims, liabilities and 
encumbrances as a result of the Court order approving this transaction. Integra did not incur any debt to 
finance the transaction. Integra shares issued are subject to a staged lock-up period of 18 months and 
certain sales restrictions.
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• Reclamation Costs Mitigated through Waste Rock Agreement: An independent third party environmental 
and engineering firm was retained by Integra to evaluate future environmental reclamation obligations at 
the Property. The evaluation concluded $12.1 million (CAD) will be required to complete full restoration 
work on the Property. After adjusting for the Waste Rock Company’s removal of the waste rock and based 
on each party’s area of interest, Integra estimates its future reclamation obligations will be $5.0 million 
(CAD) on the property. In addition, there is a pre-existing $3.5 million (CAD) bond held in place with the 
Quebec Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources (“MERN” or the Ministry). Integra and the Waste Rock 
Company have agreed, subject to the MERN’s approval, to split this bond with $2.5 million (CAD) going 
towards Integra’s future environmental reclamation needs and the balance to the Waste Rock Company. 
Accordingly, Integra estimates that the net environmental obligation payable in the future by Integra on the 
property will be approximately $2.5 million (CAD).  

• Sigma Milling Facility Adjacent to Flagship Project: The milling facility is located less than 500 meters 
from the boundary of Integra’s Lamaque South project. The mill is excellent condition and has been well 
maintained throughout its care and maintenance period since May 2012. Operating capacity is in the 
range of 1,200 to 2,200 tpd.

• Potential Integration of Underground infrastructure: Pre-existing, permitted and fully serviced portals 
and underground workings are in close proximity to the Parallel Zone at Lamaque South, which could 
potentially be used to access mineralized zones. This development scenario could significantly reduce 
required underground development costs and the development timeline as a ramp from surface at the 
Parallel Zone would no longer be required. A drift from the existing underground workings would reach 
the centre of the Parallel Zone at a vertical depth of 125 meters. Such access would enable a faster 
production ramp-up compared to the Preliminary Economic Assessment (“PEA”) published on April 24, 2014.

• Project Synergies: The acquisition of the Property could reduce estimated capital and operating costs 
while also de-risking Lamaque South by, among others, securing process capacity as opposed to the toll 
milling arrangements previously contemplated in the PEA. The original PEA estimated $46 (CAD) per 
metric tonne in processing costs under a toll milling scenario, including transportation. Of that amount, the 
mark-up attributable to toll milling and the cost of transportation amounted to an aggregate of approximately 
$15 (CAD) to $20 (CAD) per metric tonne, which will now no longer be applicable. As a result, Integra 
expects production costs would be substantially less than that currently estimated in the PEA, which 
averaged 490,000 tonnes per annum for the life of mine. Additional surface infrastructure acquired through 
this Transaction, such as the mechanical shop, offices, dry and water management system, could further 
impact the capital expenditure estimates presented in the PEA.

• Tailings Infrastructure: The tailings facility on the Property currently has a two to three year capacity 
with ample room for future expansion requiring limited capital expenditure and permitting.

• Permits in Place: The mill and tailings facility are permitted for future use which will shorten the 
development timeline of the property.
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• Minimal Carrying Costs: Direct care and maintenance cost of the mill, including increased staff at 
Integra and ongoing de-watering of the existing underground infrastructure, are anticipated to be between 
$120,000 (CAD) and $140,000 (CAD) per month.

• Mineral Resource Complimentary to Mill Acquisition: The property contains 586,000 ozs. of measured 
and Indicated gold resources at an average grade of 4.96 g/t and 1,853,000 of Inferred gold resources at an 
average grade of 6.29 g/t.

• Consolidated Land Position and Adds Exploration Targets: The acquisition adds 1,472 hectares of
mining concession and claims adjacent to Integra’s existing 1,509 hectare land position at Lamaque South. 
The sale also includes the transfer to Integra, subject to conditions of the past producing Sigma 11 Mine, 
located 25 kilometers east of Val-d’Or, consisting of 410 hectares of mineral claims. Including this land, 
Integra’s total consolidated land position in Val-d’Or will amount to 3,391 hectares.

• Government Support: Integra has consulted closely with the MERN as part of its due diligence investigations. 
The detailed environmental reclamation plan prepared for Integra has been presented to the MERN. The 
MERN has indicated its support of the Transaction and the proposed division of the Waste Rock claims, 
and will be working with Integra as a revised reclamation plan is presented and implemented, although 
acceptance of such a plan will not be given by the MERN until an updated mine plan has been submitted.

• Positive Impact on Local Community: Creates additional jobs for the residents of Val-d’Or through the 
waste rock production by the Waste Rock Company over an   estimated 20 year period. In addition, 
ancillary benefits from processing the waste rock include revitalizing the surrounding environment to its 
natural form and overseeing the restoration of a long-standing unaddressed historic mining site.

New property acquisition, abutting Integra’s Lamaque South property, outlined in yellow.
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It is likely that Integra’s CEO, Stephen de Jong initiated this excellent acquisition. Stephen is young, 
but sharp and focused and for him it is all about creating shareholder value. He has assembled a very 
experienced technical team to lead not only Integra’s exploration program, but also, the company’s move 
into gold production. The majority of this team has significant technical experience operating in Quebec. 
The recent appointment of Mr. Langis St-Pierre to the position of Chief Operating Officer indicates that 
Integra is positioning itself into becoming a gold production company. “Langis is a well- known and 
experienced mine developer and operator in the Abitibi region. He possesses an outstanding track record 
and the team at Integra Gold is very pleased to welcome Langis on-board. His experience as Mine Manger 
and General Manager at several mines, and more specifically his experience in developing and operating 
underground mines, will help ensure that the Lamaque project is brought into production both efficiently 
and profitably,” noted Integra CEO and President Stephen de Jong. 

Last month, Integra issued a Preliminary Economic Assessment for the Lamaque South project based upon 
the current indicated resource, using a 5 gram demarcation, of 511,600 ounces of gold. This study projected 
a mine life of 4.5 years producing between 109,900 and 141,600 ounces of gold for the life of the mine 
at a cash cost of $551.00 (CAD) per ounce. The after tax returns were robust and estimated a net present 
value for the life of the mine using a standard 5% discount rate of $113.5 million (CAD), an internal rate 
of return of 59% and a payback period of 1.6 years. (Note, in this study, the base case for the price of gold 
was $1,175 (U.S.) per ounce and the US/CAD dollar exchange rate was set at $1.14 (CAD), whereas the 
price of gold is currently trading $25 (U.S.) higher and the exchange rate is set at $1.25 (CAD). This 
considerably enhances the Pre-Tax NPV and Pre-Tax IRR.)   
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When trading at $0.30 (CAD) per share and with a total of 244 million shares outstanding Integra’s market 
capitalization is equal to $73 million (CAD).

Let’s do the math and see whether this constitutes an over or under valuation.

1. Management.
Integra has assembled an excellent management team led by Steve de Jong. Four of the senior geologists 
and engineers have previously worked at Sigma during the days when it was owned and mined by Placer 
Dome.

2. Mill purchase
The purchase out of bankruptcy of the mill and Sigma/Lamaque property for $8 million (CAD), most of 
which was payable in shares was an excellent bargain, not only because the mill is situated just 500 meters 
from the Lamaque south property, but also, since an independent valuation has priced its replacement 
value at $98 million (CAD).  

3. Location
Val-d’Or has a population of 35 million people. It is a mining community with an experienced workforce 
and all the necessary mining services-contractors, drillers etc. The proximity of the city to Integra’s project 
reduces housing, transportation and labour costs.

4. Preliminary Economic Assessment.
The Base Case economic evaluation (using a gold price of $1,175 (U.S.) per ounce and $1.14 (CAD) to 
U.S. dollar exchange rate) has a pre-tax IRR of 77%, payback of capital of 1.3years and a pre-tax NPV of 
$184 million (CAD) at a discount rate of 5%.

5. Gold ounces.
The current resource estimate, as of February 2015, shows at a 3 gram demarcation a little more than 
one million ounces in the indicated category and 331,000 inferred ounces. Using the more conservative 
demarcation of 5 grams the indicated resource is reduced to 811,000 ounces and the inferred resource 
stands at 276,000 ounces. That is still a very healthy initial resource. (Remember the caution that inferred 
resources may not be economically viable and are the lowest category of a resource estimate.)

6. Potential gold ounces
Integra is using the main plug zone at the adjoining Lamaque/Sigma property now in Integra’s property 
camp as a means of determining the potential of both the parallel and triangle zones. That one main plug 
zone at the Lamaque mine produced 3.7 million ounces to a depth of 1,000 meters. The resources on both 
the Parallel and Triangle zones are currently down to 600 meters only. Integra now (2015) has four drills 
operating on the Triangle zone. At least two of these drills will be testing the high grade gold intercepts 
discovered 175 meters to the south of the Triangle zone. We should begin to see a stream of news detailing 
these drill results. 
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The Lamaque mine which was operated by Teck Resources from 1933 (Note how many gold mines came 
into existence during the last economic depression) to 1985 produced 4.6 million ounces down a depth 
of 1,000 meters.  Incidentally, this mine was the reason that Val d’Or was founded. The Sigma mine, only 
some 800 meters away from the Lamaque mine, was operated by Placer Dome from 1937 to 1997 and 
produced 4.5 million ounces, but to a depth to 2,000 meters. This is evidence that the old Lamaque mine 
can be extended at least another 1,000 meters at depth.

7. Permitting
Permits which existed for the Sigma/Lamaque property are in the process of being transferred into Integra’s 
name. The mill and tailings are fully permitted.

The government is considering that the existing Canadian environmental permits on the Sigma/Lamaque 
property can be extended to encompass the Lamaque south property. This would mean that Integra would 
not have to apply for new environmental permits.

8. The Province of Quebec
Quebec was voted the #11 mining jurisdiction in the Fraser Institute Global Mining Survey of 2013. The 
provincial government reimburses 32% of exploration costs.

The Company has access and financial support from Quebec-based financial institutions.  

Ian A. Gordon, The Long Wave Analyst, www.longwavegroup.com
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